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					Bibliometrics

					DBLP -
					Scholar -
					Scopus			
				
					Awards

					- RE 2020 Most Influential Paper, together with 
					Liliana Pasquale and 
					Paola Spoletini for
					the impact of the RE2010 paper "Fuzzy Goals 
					for Requirements-Driven Adaptation"

					- ICSOC 2020 Best Paper, together with 
					Andreas 
					Metzger, 
					Clément Quinton, 
					Zoltan Mann, and 
					Klaus Pohl, for the paper 
					"Feature-Model-Guided Online Reinforcement 
					Learning for Self-Adaptive Services"

					- SEAMS 2022 Best Paper, together with 
					Davide Yi Xian Hu, 
					Giovanni Quattrocchi,, and
					Luca Terracciano for the paper 
					"NEPTUNE: Network- and GPU-aware Management of Serverless Functions at the Edge"
				






Luciano Baresi is full professor at the Politecnico di Milano - Dipartimento di Elettronica, 
Informazione e Bioingegneria, where he earned both his laurea (master) degree and PhD in computer
science. Luciano was visiting professor at University of Oregon (USA) and visiting researcher at 
University of Paderborn (Germany).

Luciano was program chair for ICECCS, FASE, ICWE, ICSOC, SEAMS, ESEC/FSE, and SCC, 
and general chair for WICSA/CompArch. He is currently the steering committee chair of ESEC/FSE.

Luciano has co-authored diverse papers and a book in Italian. His research interests are in the broad
area of software engineering. At the beginning he was interested in formal approaches for modeling and
specification languages, he then moved to UML and the design of Web applications. 
Currently, he is interested in distributed systems, service-based applications, and in the different
aspects of mobile, self-adaptive, and pervasive software systems.

	
			L. Baresi, L. Lavazza e M. Pianciamore
 Dall'idea al codice con UML 2 (Guida all'utilizzo di UML attraverso
			esempi)
		




	
		

	

	Tesi

	Qualche idea (aggiornate a agosto 2023) - 
	Regolamento e stili

	Teaching
	
	Ingegneria del software -
	Fondamenti di informatica -
	Design and Implementation of Mobile Applications.
	
	Editorial boards

	ACM Transactions on Autonomous and Adaptive Systems - 
	
	Requirements Engineering -
	IEEE Software - 
	Science of Computer
		Programming -
	International Journal of Cooperative Information Systems.
	
	(Former) PhD students
	
	Naser Derakhshan -
	Sam Guinea -
	Davide Hu Yi Xian -
	Anita Imani -
	Danilo Mendonça -
	Matteo Miraz -
	Alfredo Motta -
	Liliana Pasquale -
	Mohammad
		Pourhashem -
	Giovanni Quattrocchi -
	Mersedeh Sadeghi -
	Adnan Shahzada -
	Luca Terracciano.
		
	(Former) Post-docs (assegnisti)

	Martin Garriga -
	Valerio Panzica La Manna -
	Giovanni Quattrocchi -
	Clement Quinton -
	Nicholas Rasi -
	Konstantin Rubinov -
	Yu Zhu.

	Software
	
	Our GitHub repositories - 
	Ketonet (Ketogenic Diet app for the Associazione Italiana Glut1).
	




					

